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…2011/12 Brochure… 

At Herban Hunter we have developed duck decoys to give your spread realism with spinning 

wing motion decoys that create the illusion of ducks landing.  Motion is the key to attracting 

waterfowl to land. When ducks are looking down at a motionless spread of duck decoys this 

does not look natural.   

 

Our Hypnotizer™ spinning wing duck hunting decoy is the lightest 

(only 1 ½ lbs.), easiest to transport, most durable, hassle free on the 

market. Drop it, throw it, drop it in the water you can’t hurt it, 

guaranteed to last and we back it with a Life Time Guarantee. You can 

put 4 or 5 Hypnotizer’s into a small backpack to carry out into the 

marsh without weighing you down. Our Hypnotizer™ motorized wings spin faster than most 

other spinners which create a flash that ducks can’t resist. The spinning wings are what attract 

the ducks not the body of the decoy. 

 

Our Pull String™ spinning wing motion decoy has no batteries, no motors and is 100% 

manual operation making it legal in some states that have banned motorized decoys. 

 

Our spinning wing motion decoys easily fit into a suitcase with your clothes for plane travel. You 

don’t have to check in an extra bag. 

At Herban Hunter we are dedicated to coming up with innovative ideas for our products to 
enhance yours and our water fowl hunting success. Our first Hypnotizer™ decoy was 
produced in 2003. We hunt 85 days out of a 100 day season and this decoy has withstood the 
test of time, still hypnotizing ducks today. Herban Hunter decoys are American made and 
made to last. 

 

Motion in your decoys is what makes it happen 
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http://www.herbanhunter.com/
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Shipping: 

All orders are done through PayPal. PayPal has teamed up with the U.S. Postal Service and UPS to 

provide integrated shipping. California residents must add sales tax. If our preprinted items are in 

stock we usually ship your order the same or next business day. All items contained in your order 

must be in stock before it ships. 
 

Improper address: 

 Herban Hunter will not be held liable if you do not provide us with the complete proper address or if 

you request the package to be delivered to another address (other than the one you originally provided 

us with). 
 

Warranty: 

We give a Life Time Warranty against any defects on parts and labor excluding paint on our 

Hypnotizer decoy and 3 year warranty on all other decoys. We accept PayPal or checks, if paying by 

check items will be shipped once check clears our bank. If a problem occurs due to failure of parts or 

labor, just return the motion decoy to us by mail and the decoy shall be repaired or another motion 

decoy will be mailed out to you. 
 

Guarantee:  

30 day guarantee. If for any reason you are not happy with any of our decoys just mail it back within 

30 days of purchase and purchase price will be refunded less shipping.  

 

Herban Hunter™ Duck Hunting Motion Decoys 

 

Physical address mail & deliveries only: 

6346 E. Eight Mile Road 

Stockton, CA 95212 

 

Sales Questions: 

sales@herbanhunter.com  

 

Support Questions: 

support@herbanhunter.com  

 

To Purchase & view videos of our products go to our online store at: 

www.HerbanHunter.com  
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  2011/12 Price list  

Decoys available in drake or hen mallard or Drake pintail 

 

Spinning wing Motion decoys: 

 

The Hypnotizer™  

 Motorized spinning wing decoy      $115.95  

 

The Pull String™ 

Manual pull string mallard spinning wing decoy    $109.95 

 

 

 

Attachments: 

 

Motor attachment for a Winduk™ decoy                  $ 55.99  

 

Pull string attachment for a Winduk™ decoy                 $ 49.99 

 

 

Physical address mail & deliveries only: 

6346 E. Eight Mile Road 

Stockton, CA 95212 

Sales Questions: 

sales@herbanhunter.com  

Support Questions: 

support@herbanhunter.com  

 

To Purchase & view videos of our products go to our online store at: 

www.HerbanHunter.com  
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